
AniBot Story Project 
Computer Graphics and Animation 
 
Description: 
 
We have practiced animating expressions and motion with the AniBot rig.  This project will 
feature telling a short story with the AniBot.  You will write a storyboard, design and light a set 
with props, and animate the story with the rig.  The story for your animation begins below.  You 
will supply the “surprise” and the ending.  Aim for about 25 to 30 seconds of animation.  
Remember, simple is good – especially for the surprise!   
 

Our Story Begins . . . 
 
AniBot awakes suddenly finding himself(herself) in a strange room.  Cautiously, AniBot 
explores the objects in the room.  While exploring, AniBot gains confidence and begins having 
fun.  Suddenly . . . . 
 

 
Requirements: 
 
1.  Keep the project set to “Animation Exercises”.  Name the scene “AniBot Story”. 
 
2.  Download or copy the file http://nebomusic.net/mayalessons/anibot/AniBot_rig.mb into the 
“Animation Exercises” folder.  Use this as the source for the AniBot rig. 
 
3.  By hand, or digitally create a storyboard outlining the beginning, exploration, and surprise 
elements of the story.  You will need to use at least 15 panels in the storyboard.  You may find 
the storyboard at: http://nebomusic.net/mayalessons/storyboard.pdf  
 
4.  In the scene, “AniBot Story”, create a floor and at least one wall for the “room”.  Add at least 
three objects to the room for the AniBot to explore.  You may use shapes for these objects.   
 
5.  Design a lighting and color scheme for the scene.  Use multiple spotlights and colors to make 
it visually interesting. 
 
6.  For the “Surprise” – be creative – design an event and interaction to happen with the AniBot 
that will grip the viewer’s attention and perhaps draw a smile    
 
7.  Animate the story with AniBot.  Use expressive face gestures and movement to keep the 
story flowing.    The AniBot must explore and react to at least two objects in the room before 
the “surprise.”  End the animation with the “Surprise and reaction”.  Use your storyboards as 
your script / guide.  The animation must be at least 25 seconds long.  (600 Frames) 
 
 

http://nebomusic.net/mayalessons/anibot/AniBot_rig.mb
http://nebomusic.net/mayalessons/storyboard.pdf


8.  Render the Scene as an AVI file. 
 
9.  Upload the Scene to YouTube.   
 
10.  On Your Animation Webpage, create a page called “AniBot Story” and place the following 
on the page: 
 a. A digital copy of your storyboard. 
 b. An embedded YouTube video of your Animation. 
 
Grading: 
 

Category Maximum Score Your Score 

Maya Project Set as “Animation Exercises”. Scene named 
“AniBot Story” 

5  

Storyboard complete with at least 15 Frames 10  

AniBot Story “Room” has floor and at least one wall.  At 
least three objects are in the room for AniBot to explore. 

15  

Lighting with multiple spotlights are used to create an 
attractive set. 

10  

The “Surprise” is creative and captures the viewers 
attention. 

10  

AniBot displays at least 3 expressions during animation. 10  

AniBot displays range of motion including fast, slow, 
heavy, light, stretch, squash. 

10  

Animation is at least 600 frames in length 10  

Animation is Uploaded to YouTube and Embedded in 
Google Site on page “Anibot Story” 

10  

Storyboard is uploaded to Google Site page “AniBot 
Story”. 

10  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


